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ABSTRACT 
Sufficient conditions for the convergence of diagonal transformation methods for 
computing the maximal eigenvalue and eigenvector of nonnegative irreducible matri- 
ces are formulated in a general form. Using these new sufficient conditions, we can 
easily consider the convergence of known methods and construct many new ones. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a given nonquasistochastic irreducible nonnegative n X n 
matrix and p(A) be its maximal eigenvalue. Many known methods for 
computing p(A) and the corresponding eigenvector of A are founded on 
‘building a sequence of matrices {A’k)}z=o as follows: 
where Sck’ is a positive diagonal n X n matrix defined from Ack’. A method is 
called convergent if the sequence (A(k)}T=O converges to some quasistochas- 
tic matrix. A lot of concrete formulas for computing Sck’ have been con- 
structed (see e.g. [l-lo]), and some general theorems on the convergence of 
diagonal transformation methods have been proposed (see e.g. [8-lo]). 
In this paper we shall formulate conditions such that each rule of 
definition of Sck’ satisfying them gives a convergent method. The general 
convergence theorems presented can, as shown below, cover most results 
obtained in [l-lo]. 
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1: NOTATION 
Let D be the set of positive diagonal n x n matrices, H be the set of 
nonnegative irreducible n X n matrices, K be the set of infinite subse- 
quences of the sequence of nonnegative integer numbers, N = { 1,. . . , n), and 
V G {X C DIX # 0). Define, for every n X n matrix B = (bi, j), the following 
functions: 
YjCB) E C bi,j 
jEN 
(1.1) 
It is clearly seen that these functions are continuous on H. 
Let F : H + V be a transformation from H into V. Then for every B E H, 
F(B) is some nonempty subset of D. Set 
G;(B) = GF( B) = (S-‘BSIS E F(B)}. 
Moreover, for all k > 1, let G, k+ l(B) denote the union of all G,(C) where C 
runs over the set GE(B). Thus if C E G:(B) then 
GF(C) cG;+‘(B) c H. (1.2) 
From the given matrix A, by the transformation F, we define the 
sequence of matrices (Ack))“= k a, the sequence of vectors (q(k))T=I, and 
sequences of numbers (mk)~_a,{Mk}~=a as follows: 
A(O) = A A’k + 1) = ( SW) - ’ A’k’s’k’, 
Ack’ = (@), s(k) = &ag( sik), . . , sP’) E F( Ack’); 
Q(~) = diag( qik’, . . . , qik’), 
mk = m(Ack)) = *$“,{y:k’}, M, = M( Ack’) = zq (yik’) 
Yi ck) = yj( Ack’) E c ai”; >' 
jsN 
(1.3) 
(I.41 
(1.5) 
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where r is some fixed number in N, and Sck’ can be any matrix of the set 
F(A@‘). 
In Section 2 we introduce conditions such that a transformation F 
satisfying them has the following properties: 
FTmmk = liFmMMk = p(A), (1.6) 
lim q 
k-m 
Ck) = q > 0, Aq = dA)q. (I.71 
A method defined by (1.3)~(1.5) is called an F-method. We say that an 
F-method is convergent if the relations (1.6) and (1.7) hold for all A from H. 
We introduce some estimations which will be used below. We have from 
Lemma 2.5 of [ll] that 
mk,<p(A)<Mk, k 200. (1.8) 
From (1.5) it is easily verified that 
0 < a$“j’ Q Mk Vi,jEN, VkaO. (1.9) 
For every matrix B = (bi,i) from H, SgfB) denotes an n X n matrix whose 
(i, j) component is equal to 1 if b,, j > 0 and equal to 0 otherwise. Set 
It is convenient to assume that all matrices 
nonnegative n X n matrices. Finally, as the matrix 
(1.3) immediately implies the following statement. 
=%(A)). (1.10) 
in this paper will be 
A is irreducible, using 
REMARK 1.1. It is true, for all k B 0, that afj = ai,i, i E N, p(Ack’)= 
p(A), and Ack) is irreducible. 
2. ON THE CONVERGENCE OF AN F-METHOD 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 
M k+l GMk tlk.0; (2.1) 
where 
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Proof. kt (Y, p be some numbers of N. Since A > 0 is irreducible, 
there exists a sequence pI,. . . , pCLt E N with t < n such that a_, * * . aCLt,B > 0 
(see e.g. [ll]). Moreover it follows from (1.3) and (2.2) that 
Therefore, using (1.9) and (2.1) we obtain 
As CY and /3 are chosen arbitrarily, this implies that there exists a number 
8> 0 for which 
On the other hand, since pi:,? = CpjFj>- ’ bee (2.2% we must have 
which completes the proof. II 
LEMMA 2.2. Let the condition (2.1) hold, and for some {vk}T+ f K, 
Iim A’@k) = x = (EI, j>. 
k+m 
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Then x E H and Sg(.& = Sg(A). 
Proof. It is clear from (1.3) and (2.2) that G$ = ~f,ki’a~,~ Vi,j E N, 
Vk 3 1. Consequently, going to the limit, we have Zi, j = iii, jaij j_Vi, j E N. 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, pi,j 3 d > 0, so this implies that A E H and 
Sg(& = $$A), which completes the proof. n 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (2.1) and the flawing c~di~~~ be saved. 
(1) For every sequence {A@‘k))~,O which converges to some x E H, there 
exists a s~s~q~ce (A(Ptff~=o c{A(““)}~=~ such that 
lim A(pk+‘)= BEG,(~). 
k-+m 
(2) If B”’ E P(A) and Bfk+l) E G,(BCk)) Vk > 0, then there exists un 
integer t > 1 for which 
M( El”)) < M( B(O)) , 
Then 
lim &fk =P(A). 
k-rm 
(2.3) 
Rouf. From (1.8) and (2.1) there exists a number M for which 
tTI/&=M&p(A). (2.4) 
We shall prove that M = p(A). Indeed, if this is not true then we have 
lim M, =M>p(A). 
k-m 
(2.5) 
Since {A’k’E=o is bounded 
which 
[see Cl.91 and (2.111, there exists {v,&+ E K for 
lim A(“k) = B(O) E H. 
k-m 
(2.6) 
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From (2.5) and the continuity of M(B) it follows that 
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lim M,,=M(B(‘))=M>p(A). 
k+m 
(2.7) 
By (LB), (l.lO), and Lemma 2.2, B(O) E P(A). From (1.21, @.6), and hypothe- 
sis (11, there exists a subsequence IPk)~=o C(JJ&=~ such that 
lim A(pk+ ‘I= B(r) E GF( R(O)) C H. 
k-a 
(2.8) 
Using (2.51, (2.71, (2.81, and the continuity of M(B), we obtain 
M( B”‘) = M( B”‘) = M. 
Similarly, by hypothesis (1) and the relation (2.8) there exists a subsequence 
@&=a c{&};=,, such that 
M( BC2’) = M( B”‘) = M( B”‘) = M. 
Repeating this reasoning, we obtain a sequence {BCk’}i=, for which 
B(‘)E P(A), ~(~+l) E GF( Bck’), M( Bck’) = M( B”‘) t/k > 0. 
This contradicts hypothesis (21, completing the proof. n 
LEMMA 2.4. Let the conditions (2.1) and (2.3) be satisfied. Then the 
property (1.6) is valid. 
Proof. We need to prove that hmk _,,__mk = p(A). Since mk d p(A) 
Vk >, 0 [see (1.8)], it is suffkient to show that every convergent subsequence 
of {m&=0 converges to p(A). Suppose this is not true; then there exists 
{r&-o E K for which 
lim mvt 
k-m 
=m<p(A). (2.9) 
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As {A(k)};_, is bounded, there exists &&‘,, c{v~E~~ such that 
hm A(@&) = x E H. 
k-03 
Combining this with (2.31, (2.9) an using the continuity of the functions d 
m(B) and M(B), we have 
lim mg, 
kAm 
=m(&=m<p(A), 
Thus x is a nonquasist~hastic irreducibIe matrix, and it follows from [ll, 
p. 311 that 
m(x) <p(x) Of(~) ==p(A). (2.10) 
On the other hand, by Remark 1.1, p(x) = p(A), contradicting (2.101, which 
completes the proof. 8 
LEMMA 2.5. With the conditions 0.6) and @.l), the wwm-ty (1.7) is 
trw. 
Proaf. It follows from 111, p. 301 that the set 
where r E N is fued, as in (1.41, consists of onIy one vector. On the other 
hand, from (1.41, (2.21, and Lemma 2.1 we have 
therefore the property (1.7) will folIow on showing that every convergent 
subsequence of {qtk)E=, converges to Y. Suppose that for some {Yk}~10 E R, 
Iim ~(~~)=q,(~~,...,~~)‘~ O<d<ifi, 
k--m 
Vi EN. (2.11) 
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A@) = (Q(L))-‘A@), k 21; 
therefore from (2. I I) we have 
lim A(“&) = (Q) - ‘A@, 
k -+m 
Q= diag(g,,...,q,). 
Combining this with (1.6) shows that 
M(@)-‘AQ) = m[(~)-‘A~) = p(A), 
or 
Moreover, from (1,4), ijr = 1. Thus 9 E Y, which completes the proof. = 
Finally, the following important result follows immediately from Lemmas 
2.3-2.5. 
TAEOREM 2.1. Zffbr an F-method the sets F(ACk’) c D are constructed in 
such a way that the assumptivns in Lemmu 2.3 are sat&Bed, then it is a 
convergent method. 
3. SPECIAL FORMS OF AN F-METHOD 
In this section we consider two special kinds of F-method. One of them 
is called an FL-method and the other an FC-method. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A given F-method is called an FL,-method if the 
matrices Sk) = diag(slk’, . . . , szk)) E F(dk)) have the property 
#’ = 
1 if iEN-&, 
I 
xk if iELk, 
(3.1) 
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where 
O<x*,(l, L,CN, L,+:0 Vk>l. (3.2) 
It is clear that an FL-method will be completely defined by showing a rule 
for constructing rk and Lk from ACk’. 
From (1.31, (1.51, and (3.1) we have, for all k 3 0, 
Y!k+“)= (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf the condition (2.1) kolds and if 
limsup (w,[t > k) < 1, 
k+m 
(3.4) 
then for any i E N there exists {vk}~_,, 
i d L, \dt @{V&o. 
E K such that i E L,k for all k 3 0 and 
Proof. Suppose this is not valid; then there must be cy E N and p > 0 
for which 
ff@LL, Vk.p. (3.5) 
We need to show a ~n~diction. From 13.2) and 13.4) there exist h 2 p and 
x such that 
o<x,gx<l Vk2z.h. (3.6) 
We shall prove the following statement. 
(3) If for a pair of indices i and j, ai,j > 0 and j 4 Lk Vk 2 t & h, then 
there exists i B t such that i E Lk Vk > t. 
Indeed, if this is not true, there must be (@kg’,@ E K for which 
(3.7) 
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Since j $ L, Vk > t, it follows from (1.3) and (3.1) that 
if i@LL,, k.t, 
(xk)-‘@j if iELk, k>,t. 
Consequently using (3.6) and noting that t 2 h, we have 
if kat, 
if iELk, kat. 
Combining with (3.7) shows that 
Moreover, as 0 < x < 1 and o$ > 0 (since ai,j > O), this implies that 
lim &% + ‘) = + CO, 
k -+m “’ 
which contradicts the boundedness of {A(k));=,,. Thus statement (3) is 
proved. 
Now consider the pair of indices i and (Y, where LY is as in (3.5) and i is 
any number of N. By the irreducibility of A there exists a sequence 
i,,...,i,EN with k<n such that 
a, i > o,..., ’ w ai2,il > O> ai,,a > O’ (34 
As ‘,,.a > 0, we can conclude from (3.5) and statement (3) that there exists 
ij > h for which 
Similarly, since aiz,il > 0, it follows from statement (3) that there exists j > p 
such that 
is e Lk Vk.;. 
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Repeating the above consideration, by (3.8) we obtain an integer p(i) (for 
every i E N) for which 
i e L, Vk > p(i). 
Thus 
L,nN=0 Vk>max{p(i)liEN), 
which contradicts the property (3.2), completing the proof. n 
THEC~REM 3.1, For an FL-method let the sets L, and factors xk be 
chosen such it fbr Vk 3 0, 
y!k+l)<umk +(I-a)Mk t ViELk, (3.9) 
where 0 < a < 1; f(x, M) is a function continuous in the region 0 < x < 1, 
M >, 0 fi which f(l, M) = M VM > 0; and the namers zk have the foElow- 
iq ~op?rtq: $ {Vk}TmO E I( and hmk _m x+= 1 then hmk -)m z,t= 0. Then it 
is a convergent method. 
Proof, It is required to show the relations (1.6) and (1.7). First, it 
follows from 13.2) and (3.3) that 
Combining this with (1.5) and (3.9) gives us (2.1). Moreover, by (1.8) and 
(2.1), there exists M > p(A) satisfying the condition (2.4). We will prove that 
M = p(A), or equivalency that the relation (2.3) is true. If not, then we have 
(2.5). We need to show a contradiction. Now if limk _co x,, = 1 for some 
{Y&=a E K, then by going to the limit in (3.10) and using (2.5), it follows 
that 
kjfmmm,,>f(l,M) = M>p(A), 
104 
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limsup{x,lt > k} < 1. 
k+m 
Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 hold, and therefore for every i E N there 
is (v~):_~ E I( such that 
i E Lvk Vk >, 0 and i 4 L, Vt 0 (v,};f_,. 
So from (3.9) and (3.11) it follows that 
ezp(A)+(l-a)Mvk. 
Hence we can conclude from our supposition (2.5) that for every i E N, 
limsup(yZ”)}t~k},<ap(A)+(l-a)M<M. 
k-+m 
This implies that 
which contradicts (2.5). Thus the relations (2.1) and (2.3) hold, and by 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we obtain the properties (1.6) and 0.7), which 
completes the proof. 8 
REMARK 3.1. By the same consideration as above it is easily seen that 
Theorem 3.1 still remains true if the hypothesis (3.10) is replaced by one of 
the following two hypotheses: 
(4) If {v&‘=a E K and lim, _m xvii= 1 then 
(5) If {vk]F+, E K and hmk +, xv&= 1 then lim, _co M& = p(A). 
In the case of Theorem 3.1 these three hypotheses are in fact equivalent to 
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each other. However, the use of the assumption (3.10) for various methods, 
as seen below, is quite convenient. 
DEFINXTION 3.2. A given F-method is called an FC-method if the 
subset F(Ack)), for all k & 0, consists of only one positive diagonal matrix 
Sk’ = diag(sfk), . . . , stk’) defined as follows: n 
sik’=fi(A(k)), i E N, 
where fi(B), for every i E N, is a continuous function. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf for an ~C-~thod the functions f$B), i E N, ure 
defined such that for all k & 0, 
(3.13) 
where Rk is a positive number, then it is a convergent method. 
Proof. We shall show that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold. First, it 
follows from (1.3) and (1.5) that 
Combining this with (3.12) and (3.131, and noting that a$:) = a,,i (see 
Remark l.l>, we obtain, for all i E N - I,, that 
Mk - ‘i,i 
<aj,j f(y!“)-aj,i) k) 
y! -_a. 
=Mk. 
1.i 
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Thus 
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Y!k+‘)< M, QiE N-l,. 
From (3.12) and (3.14) it is easily seen that for i E I,, 
Moreover, if yik +I) = i%i, Vi E I,, then 
and as 0 < sjk)R, ’ < 1 Qj E N - I,, this implies that 
a!k? = 0 1-J QiEIk, Qj E N- I,, 
which contradicts the irreducibility of A (k) (see Remark 1.1). Thus we have, 
for every k, either Mk+, < M,, or Mk +, = Mk and the set I,+, has fewer 
elements than does 1,. This implies that 
M k+,G% and M/c+n<Mk QkaO. 
Thus the conditions (2.1) and (2) in Lemma 2.3 are satisfied. Hypothesis (1) 
in Lemma 2.1 follows immediately from the definition of an K-method. 
Now the convergence of the method under consideration follows from 
Theorem 2.1, which completes the proof. n 
It is clear that 
yik’ - ai) p 
L%fk - cX,,~ ’ $-’ 
which implies the following result. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. An FC-method is convergent $ (3.12) and the following 
condition hold: 
(k) .$!k’ yi<L<l 
Mk Rk 
ViEN-lk, Vk>O. (3.15) 
Finally, by the same considerations used in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we 
can obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose A is a nonnegative full irreducible matrix. Then 
an FC-method is convergent if (3.12) and the following condition are satis- 
fied: 
(k) s!k’ &‘<I 
Mk Rk 
ViEN-lk, Vk>O. (3.16) 
It is interesting to remark that the condition (3.16) is weaker than (3.15). 
4. THE CONVERGENCE OF KNOWN METHODS 
Using the foregoing convergence conditions, we can easily prove the 
convergence of methods from [l-B]. The original proofs are obviously more 
complicated than ours. We also see that the general convergence theorems 
which have been stated in [B-lo] d’ nectly follow from our results as special 
cases. 
4.1. 
The method from [l-3], which has also been investigated for a positive 
matrix in [7], can be regarded as an FC-method for which 
sfk) = y;k’ z ri( A(k)), iEN, k&O. 
If we take Rk to be Mk, then by the definition of I, in (3.12) it is easily seen 
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that the conditions (3.12) and (3.16) hold. So when A is a full irreducible 
matrix, the convergence of this method follows from Theorem 3.3. 
4.2. 
The method from [4] can be considered as an FL-method for which 
2mk +2Mk 
xk = 
mk +3Mk 
From this we have 
where 
3x -2 
f(x,M) = M=x’ zk=O VkaOo. 
Moreover, by (3.3) (4.1) and (4.2) it follows, for every i E Lk, that 
y;k+l)=(Xk)-l c 
jEN-LLI, j E Lk 
mk+“k mk + 3Mk 
G-G 
xk 
2Xk = 4 ; 
thus the convergence of this method follows from Theorem 3.1. 
4.3. 
The method from [6] can be considered as an FL-method for which 
(4.2) 
L, = {i E NIY,!~‘= mk}, (4.3) 
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and xk is defined as follows: 
- 1) = fP(2Xk - 1) 
Pk 
f 
where 
pk EN: y;;‘= Mk. 
From (4.4M4.10) we have 
where 
f(x,M) =(2x -l)M, 
zk = 2(2x, - I)( xk -l)a’,k--_aa’vk,‘(x,-1). 
109 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Thus the condition (3.10) holds. From (4.31, (4.8), (4.91, and the i~educibility 
of A, it follows that aYk c ) < yck). consequently the function h$)()(r) defined in ye , 
(4.6) is convex for x > 0. 
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It follows from (4.5) and (4.7) that 
/$)(2x, -1) =y;y+ ar;(2xk -2), 
so by (4.4) we obtain 
Using the convexity of /X$)(X> and noting that ham) = y$’ = mk [see (4.3) 
and (4.6)], this implies that 
h$‘( xk) < 0.5[ h$‘( 1) + h$)(2~, - l)] < 
mk + Mk 
. 2 
Now from (3.3), (4.3), (4.6), and (4.9) it follows, for every i E Lk, that 
#k+l) = qk’( xk) = @ + 
t 
(k) _ U(k) 
,< a;;k’ + yvk “k 
xk 
y,!k’ - a$“’ 
xk 
= h;;‘( xk) < 
mk+“k 
. 2 
Thus the condition (3.9) also holds, and by Theorem 3.1 it follows that the 
method considered is convergent. 
4.4. 
Elsner [lo] and Bunse [9] have considered a special FL-method for which 
the set Lk, for every k, consists of only one index vk possessing the property 
Y 
(k) = m 
“k k’ 
(4.11) 
The condition (3.9) for this case becomes 
Y ck+l)<Umk+(l-U)Mk, Yk (4.12) 
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where 0 < a < 1. So as a special case of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following 
result, which is in fact Satz 3 in [lo]: If for an FL-method the sets L, are 
constructed according to (4.11) and factors xk are defined such that the 
condition (4.12) and hypothesis (5) in Remark 3.1 are satisfied, then it is a 
convergent method. 
Furthermore, using (3.3) and noting that Lk = {YJ, we have 
(k) _ a 
Y 
(k+l) = “‘k 
“k 
xk 
yk*yk + UYk yk; 
therefore from the inequality 
Y ‘k+l)>bbmk +(1--b)&, "k (4.13) 
where 0 < b < 1, it easily follows that 
where 
f(r,M) = M;“-,“‘, 
l- xk 
zk = auk vkp 
’ l--bx,’ 
Thus if the condition (4.13) already holds, then the condition (3.10) is also 
satisfied. So by Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following result, which is in fact 
Satz 1.3 from [q]: If for an FL-method the sets Lk are constructed according 
to (4.11) and the factors xk are defined so that the conditions (4.12) and 
(4.13) are satisfied, then it is a convergent method. 
4.5. 
Bunse [8] has considered a special form of F-method for which the set 
F(Afk)), for every k > 0, consists of positive diagonal matrices SCk’ = 
diag(sik’, . . . , dk)) possessing the property n 
bMk+(l-b)y,!k’<y,!,;+‘)<aMk+(l-a)y,!k), i EN, (4.14) 
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where 0 < a < 1, 0 < b < 1, and 
y$’ 1) 3 
yik’ - ai,i 
s!k’ + ai,i? i E N. (4.15) 
From this it follows that 0 < slk) < 1, and therefore 
yjk+l) < yj((+l) < Mk Vi E N, Vk > 0, (4.16) 
which implies (2.1). Furthermore, by Lemma 2.1 there must be e > 0 such 
that 
By using this and the relations (1.3), (1.5), (4.141, and (4.15), we can easily 
verify that hypothesis (1) of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied. 
Assume that for some t 2 0 one has M = M, > p(A), and define 
I, = {i E Nlyik) = M}, Jk = {i E Nlylk) < M} for k>t. 
Then I, # 0, J, # 0, and assumption (2) in Lemma 2.3 will clearly be 
satisfied by showing that 
It =Jt+l> Jt + Jt+1. 
If this is not true, then by (4.16) and the right half of (4.14), it follows that 
J t+1= L I,+1 = I,. By the irreducibility of Act) (see Remark 1.11, there exists 
i, E Z,, j, E J, such that a{ifj, > 0. As yl!of+‘) = r,!,t) = M, we have 0 < si’) < 1 
Vi E N; from this and by (1.3), (1.5), (4.15), (4.16), it is easily seen that 
~6) = $i) = 1. Therefore (4.15) implies that $i,;,” = 7;:‘. On the other 
hand, from the left half of (4.14) and noting that 7;:’ < M, we have 
implying a contradiction, and so assumption (2) stated in Lemma 2.3 holds. 
Now by Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following result, which is in fact 
Theorem 1 of [B]: If for an F-method the set F(Ack)), for every k 2 0, is 
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constructed such that the condition (4.14) is satisfied, then it is a convergent 
method. 
4.6. 
A so-caIled cyclic method defined in Satz 2.2 of [91 can be considered as a 
special form of F-method for which F(ACk’), for every k > 0, consists of 
positive diagonal matrices: 
Sk’=diag(l ,..., l,s$,,l,..., l), o<s;$,<l, (4.17) 
where the unction p(k) is defined on K and has the following properties for 
all k >O: 
p(k + n> = p(k), 
{p(k) ,..., p(k+n-l)j={1,2 ,..., n}. 
Moreover, the factors ~$1, are chosen so that for all k 2 0, 
b~k+(l-b)y~ikk),~r~~~;if”-<aMk+(l-a)y~~~,, 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
whereO<bga<l. 
We now show that under the conditions (4.17)-(4.201, all hypotheses in 
Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. First, from (1.31, (1.51, and (4.17) we have 
I: 4:) + &p!k;(k) < (k) 1 Yi if i+p(k), 
j+p(k) 
Y$W s I c 
(k+l)= 
%j u(k) 
_iEN 
z: - + a,(k) p(k) $fk) 
if i=p(k). 
j + p(k) p(k) 
(4.21) 
So using (4.20) and the definition of Mk in (1.5), we easily obtain (2.1). 
Moreover, as 0 < s$, Q 1, from (4.20) and (4.21) it folIows, for all k a 0, 
that 
s$,= 1, 3/p(k) ‘k+1’=Mk if ~~~~~=b!fk, (4.22) 
0 < &, < 1, ‘Y&k) fk+l)< h!fk if $2, < n/l,. (4.23) 
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Now assume that for a u E K we have M = M, > p(A), and define 
Then I, # 0, J, + 0, and assumption (2) in Lemma 2.3 will clearly be 
deduced by showing that 
If this is not true, then it follows from (4.21M4.23) that 
Jk=lu> &=I, for kE{U,U+l,..., u+n}. 
Together with (4.21) and (4.22), this implies, for i E I, and k E (U + 1,. . . , u 
+ n}, that 
On the other hand, if p(k) E J, then 0 < s$, < 1 [see (4.23)], SO from (4.24) 
we conclude that 
a!“) 0 
r,pfk) = if iEI,, p(k)E]=, kE(u+l,..., u+n). 
Since the function p(k), when k runs over the set {ZJ + 1, . . .,u + n}, must 
take on all indices of J,, this shows that 
a!“? = 0 1-J ViEIU, VjEEJ,, 
which contradicts the i~educibili~ of A(“) (see Remark 1.1). Thus assump- 
tion (2) in Lemma 2.3 is satisfied. 
In order to consider condition (1) of Lemma 2.3 we assume that for an 
&f;=o E K 
Iim A(yk) = $0) E H, 
k-m 
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Then from (4.17) and by Lemma 2.1 we can conclude that for any given 
u E K there must be @&;=a cIv&a and a function h(t) possessing the 
properties (4.18), (4.19) such that for t E (0, 1, . . . , u}, 
lim A(Pk+f) = $‘) E H, 
k-m 
dPk + t> = h(t) l N VkEK, 
Furthermore, if we define 
S(‘)=diag(l,..., l,$i),I ,..., I), 
then by (I.3), (1.51, and (4.20) we have, for t E (0, I,. . . , u - 11, that 
bibf( ii@‘) + (1 - b) Y,,(t)( ii(“)) < Yh(t)( zt + “) 
< aM( Z”‘) + (1 - u) Yh@)( A7”‘). 
These facts show that assumption (1) in Lemma 2.3 is satisfied. Now using 
Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following statement, which is in fact Satz 2.2 of 
[9]: If for an F-method the set F(Ack’), for every k > 0, is constructed so that 
the conditions (4.17)-(4.20) are satisfied, then it is a convergent method. 
4.7. 
All 13 methods in Section 3 of [8] can be considered as FC-methods, and 
their convergence follows immediately from Theorem 3.2. We introduce two 
of them. The first method is defined by the formula 
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where 0 < a < 1. If we take R, to be 1, then it is easily verified that the 
conditions (3.12) and (3.13) are satisfied. So the convergence of this method 
follows from Theorem 3.2. 
The 13th method from [B] is defined as follows: 
#’ = 
a(Mk + y,‘k’- ai,i) 
t 2Mk - ai,i +(I- a), 
iEN, ka0, 
where 0 < a < 1. The convergence of this method is proved similarly. 
Moreover, by using Theorem 2.1 we can obtain some extensions. We 
introduce an example. It has been shown in [B] that the method defined by 
@’ = a(Mk - a,,,) 
z 2Mk - yik’ - a,,i +(1-a>, 
iEN, k>O (4.25) 
(the 11th method in [B]) is convergent for 0 < a < 1. Now we prove that the 
method (4.25) is also convergent for a = 1. Indeed, for this case the formulas 
(4.25) become 
#’ = 
Mk - ai,i 
I 2Mk - yik)- a,,i ’ 
iEN, ka0, (4.26) 
and hypothesis (1) in Lemma 2.3 is clearly satisfied. For k > 0 define 
1, = {i E Nlyik' = Mk}, Jk = {i E Nlyjk' < Mk). 
Then by (1.31, (1.51, and (4.26) we have, for all k > 0, that 
@’ = 1 
1 
tliEIk, 
0 < dk’ < 1 1 Vie-/k> 
a!k?s!k) 
t2.l I $k+O= C - 
ydk) - a. t 
#) ’ s!k’ “’ + ai,i jCN t I 
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Furthermore, using the same consideration as in Section 4.5, from the last 
relations it follows that the condition (2.1) and hypothesis (2) in Lemma 2.3 
are satisfied. Therefore by Theorem 2.1 we conclude that the method (4.26) 
is convergent. 
4.8. 
The method from [5] can be regarded as an F-method for which matrices 
Sk) = diag(sjk), . . . , s, (k)) E F’(Ack)) are defined as follows: 
SW = 
1 if iEN, i+vk, 
, 
xk if i=vk, 
,,L~ E N: $‘=&a 
Y 
(k) _ a 
+ 
“k “k~“k 
a = 
“k.“k 
xk 
yck’ + aFk’ “k( xk - 1). 
Pk 
It was shown in [5] that this method is convergent under the assumption that 
there exists o E N for which ai.a > 0 and a,,i > 0 Vi E N, i + LY. The same 
result was obtained 
i # (Y. 
This last fact can 
in [lo] under the weaker condition a,_ > 0 Vi E N, 
also be deduced by using Theorem 2.1. 
5. NEW METHODS 
METHOD 5.1 is an FL-method for which 
h, +(I-- b)M, 
Xk=amk+(l-a)Mk’ 
O<a<b<c<l. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
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From this it follows, for all k > O, that 
where 
f(x,M) = 
M(l-a)x-M(l-b) 
b-ux ’ 
zk=O Vk>O. 
So the condition (3.10) is satisfied. 
Using (3.3), (5.1)-(5.3), we obtain, for all i E Lk, that 
,#k+l) 
y’k’ 
<A-r-_ 
cmk t-(1-c)%fk 
i 
xk xk 
= [cmk+(l-c)Mk][“mk$.(l-a)Mk] 
bmk+(l-b)Mk 
famk +(l-a)Mk. 
Thus the condition (3.9) also holds, and the convergence of the method 
follows from Theorem 3.1. 
It is easily seen that the method from 141 (see Section 4.2) is a special 
case of Method 5.1 when b = c = 0.5 and a = 0.25. 
METHOD 5.2 is an FL-method for which 
L, = {i E Nlyik’ < mk + b( kfk - m,)}, 
o<b<a<l. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
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By the irreducibility of the matrices A (k) (see Remark l.l), it easily follows 
that ak > 0 Vk > 0, and therefore it is true that 
o<x,<l Vka2.0. 
Further, from (3.31, (5.4)-(5.6) it follows, for all i E L,, that 
‘y:k+l)=(Xk)-l c 
jEN-Lk 
=(a-b)mk+[l-(a-h)]Mk. 
As 0 < a - b < 1 [see (5.711, this shows that the condition (3.9) is satisfied, 
which gives us the relation (2.1) (see the proof of Theorem 3.11, and 
therefore the numbers ak in (5.6) are uniformly bounded. From (5.4) we 
have 
mk =f(nk,Mk)+Zk Vk>O, 
where 
f(x,W = M, Xk~ak(Xk-l)(Xk-axk)-l. 
Since the numbers ak are uniformly bounded and 0 < a < 1 [see (5.7)], this 
shows that the condition (3.10) also holds. Now the convergence of the 
considered method follows from Theorem 3.1. 
A special case of Method 5.2, for which b = 0 and the set Lk, for every 
k > 0, consists of only one index vk E N such that y,, = mk, has been 
considered in [lo]. 
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The following theorem gives us a way of constructing a series of concrete 
FC-methods. 
THEOREM 5.1. If f(x) is a fu~tion co~t~nuo~ and strictZy ~~o~n~c in 
some interval such that its inverse function g(x) is defined in (0, 11, then the 
F&n&hod defined by the formula 
where 0 < a < 1, is convergent. 
Proof. Since the function g(x) is defined in (0, I], we have 
f(gW) = 1. 
Combining this with (5.8) and using the strict monotonicity of the function 
f(x), it is easily verified that for Vk > 0, 
yfk’- ai.i 
< dk’ < 1 
hfk-U,,i ’ 
ViEN-lk. 
Therefore if we choose Rk = 1 Vk & 0, then the conditions (3.12) and (3.13) 
are satisfied. The convergence of the method follows from Theorem 3.2, 
which completes the proof II 
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It is interesting to note that choosing a fLnction f(x), by Theorem 5.1, 
gives us a concrete method. Now we present some examples. 
(1) f(x)=& (0 <xgl)+g(x)=x”+ 
@’ = [ ( a y.p- +)*+(I- a)(&& - a,,i)*]“* 
1 
Mk - ‘i,i 
(2) f(X) = X” (0 ~xxl1)+g(x)=J;;+ 
“i 
Mk , - ai i 
(3) f(r)=ex(X,<O)--tg(x)=lnx-t 
s’k’ = t 
(4) f(x) = In x (1 Q x 6 e) + g( 
a 
Mk - ai,i 1. 
:x)=e'+ 
#) = 
ylk’ - ai i 
I 
M 
k 
_a,‘, +ln[a+(l-_a)e(““-Y!‘))/(~‘--8.,~)]. 
*,t 
” 
2 
+(1-a)& -1. 1 
By the same consideration as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, from Corollary 
3.1 we easily obtain the following result. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Zf f(x) is a function continuous and strictly monotonic in 
some interval such that its inverse function g(x) is defined in (0, 11, then the 
FC-method defined by the formula 
sik)= f(ag(+)/Mk)+(l- a)g(l)), iEN, k>O, 
where 0 < a < 1, is convergent. 
Thus choosing a function f(x), by Theorem 5.2, gives us a concrete 
method. Now we present some examples. 
(6) f<x> = l/x (X > 1) + g(x) = l/x -+ 
s.k’ = 
yp 
I aM, +(l- a)y,!k)’ 
(7) f(r)=& (0 <x<l)-,g(x)=x2+ 
(8) f(x) = x2 (0 <x<l)*g(x)=L+ 
,@’ = 
I 
(9) f(x)=ex(x~O)-,g(x)=lnxj 
(10) f(x) = In x (1 <x<e)+g(r)=e”* 
y’k’ 
Sik) = $ + ln[ a + (1 - a) e("k-Y!k')/Mk] . 
k 
(11) f(X) = X2 - 1 (1 < X <&I + g(x) = (X + lP2 + 
Sik’= [a( “k~Mk)“z+(l-a)~]II. 
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It would be of interest to have a way of comparing the power of different 
methods. 
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